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ABSTRACT

This project has examined the way students results are managed at the School of Computer

Studies, Kampala International University. The idea came up as a result of analyzing the system

basing on facts found through Observation, Interviews and Document analysis conducted in the

department concerned revealed the need to improve the interaction between the various parties

that interact with the system. These are the students, lecturers and the faculty personnel assigned

to deal with students’ results, the Examination Officer.

The researchers proposed the use of online interaction to facilitate the processes of input,

processing and output. The project therefore aims at implementing the idea by constructing the

system that allows the mentioned parties to access it online and do what concerns them, but

every individual role of individual user has a collective implication on the system at large.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

) General Introduction

Information is a vital component in decision making both at individual and corporate level. A

decision made must be backed-up with facts showing that it is sound and worth while.

Information means data that has been processed according to some rules and has a meaning and

value Ross, J.E., Claggett, J.R., & Mudrick R. 0. (2000).

The information needs of different organizations differ basing on their goals and objectives,

organizational culture, and policies that guide the operations. In order for the organization to

effectively meet its information needs, there is a need for an efficient Information System in

place. Laudon, K.C., & Laudon, J.P. (2003) define Information System as interrelated

components working together to collect, process, store, and disseminate information to support

decision making, coordination, control, analysis and visualization in an organization. This

means, all components of Information System have to be well organized in a way that the

information can be available for the respective stakeholder in time and details needed. These

components include people, data, procedures, and technology.

The development in computer and communication technology, hence, Information Technology,

has brought about a great impact in the area of Information Management. We now have the

“computer-based Information Systems”, where the Information Management concepts like

processing, storage, sharing and access are aided by Information Technology.

One of the powerful aspects of Information Technology is the use of databases.
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The Information Technology saves a great deal of resources like time, space and human

resource, and it makes information available at user’s convenient time and place. It is now a

global language to speak of something that is available “online”. Among others, the major

technology that facilitates online transactions is the Internet.

This power of Information Technology has facilitated the possibility of remote access of

resources like computers, databases, websites, files, storage etc. It has also facilitated some

activities to be done remotely, which previously, one would need to be physically in a certain

place in order to do that. For example, we now talk of online registration, online payment,

electronic commerce, where someone no longer needs to be physically in a certain place that a

given transaction would take place. It is this notion that aroused the desire to undertake this

research work in a chosen case study.

I Background of the study

Kampala International University (KIU) - Main campus, located at Kampala, Kansanga, Ggaba

road in Uganda, is one of the universities in Uganda, offering certificate, diploma, undergraduate

and postgraduate programs in various disciplines of study. A prospective student can choose the

mode of choice. That is, the student can enroll as a full time student, that is attend lectures

during the day, part time student, that is, attend lectures during evening hours or weekends.

There is also distance learning.

Also, KIU being one of the fastest growing universities in Uganda, and possibly in the great lakes

region, both in number, status and cultural integration, demands a proportional improvement of

its Information Systems in order to meet the current and the future information needs of the all

important stakeholder - students
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The university has other branches, one in Western Uganda that offers Medical studies among

other courses compared to main campus. Other campuses are on the process of establishment.

This includes Tanzania and Kenya.

~ Statement of the problem

The School of Computer studies at KIU has been using a computerized system basically to

process and store the academic records of every student. However, from the observation made

through visiting the faculty and interviewing the School Examination officer reveal the need to

improve the current data processing method in place.

First of all, the system in place is so customized to the prevailing situation. This means that, there

is a file that contains the details of every individual class in each semester. The School

Examination Officer is therefore needed to create a new file for each class every new semester.

This file contains the names, registration number and the list of courses that the students of that

class are supposed to sit for in that semester, which not only introduces huge redundancy, but is

also tedious let alone high chances of losing information. This can worked well when the number

of students was small; as the number increases and the years go by, the situation becomes not

only more complicated, but huge redundancies are introduced among other problems thereof.

The system in place does not allow reinforcement of the rules and regulations set by the school

and therefore give room for some students to violate them. For example students are not allowed

to sit for more than seven course units in a semester. This is a current problem that is not very

easy to implement during exams at a school level.

The process taken from processing the results from the faculty level to the time they are delivered

takes time because of work overload placed on School Examination officer, since the work of
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entering the results to the system is left to be done only by School Examination Officer, and the

lecturers submit results at different times.

Objectives

3.1 General objective

The general objective of the study is to improve the interaction between the Students, School,

lecturers, and Examination officer in the school of computer studies, by making all the

necessary/core activities/processes pertaining students’ results like capturing of students details,

semester registration, recording of marks and retrieval of results performed online.

3.~ficObectives

The specific objectives of this study will be;

i. To develop a system that will keep records of every student enrolled in the School of

Computer Studies.

ii. To develop a system that will allow students to only register for courses they’re supposed to

do in each semester.

iii. To develop a system that will allow a lecturer to submit student course and exam marks to

the Examination Officer online.

iv. To develop a system that students can easily access a draft of their results without physically

having to come to the school of computer studies.

.4 Scope of the Study

The scope of the study is limited to the lecturers, students and administrators of the School of

Computer Studies.
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Significance of the study

After the system is put in place, the School of Computer Studies at Kampala International

University will get the following benefits;

Economic benefits such as;

Saved space that was used to store files of student records whenever they would register as well

as during result processing. Once this system is implemented, the information collected in forms

could be used as a backup means or dissolved all together.

Providing different access levels and access points.

Time spent by students queuing at departments, examination officer’s office and the secretary

who want to check their results will be reduced since the latter will view the results online. It will

be possible to attend to student complaints early enough hence helping the exam officer and

other staff reduce the much time spent resolving problems of result related problems.

Improved communication between parents/guardians/sponsors and the University, since they will

be able to follow-up on the academic trends of their dependants.

The system will also reduce a great deal of workload from the School Examination Officer, since

there will be a provision for a lecturer post results online.

.6 Limitation of the study

In the course of developing this system, the researchers experienced various limitations. These

include;

The system developed is supposed to operate online. The development took place on a single

computer and simulated the online mechanism. With this, it wasn’t easy to account on some
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important feature of the system like the speed of input and output processes basing on the speed

of data transfer over the network.

Also, the development time was not enough to perfect the system. For example, mechanism for a

lecturer to input marks for students should allow entry of details for more than one student before

posting results, security features should be improved and experimented both on network transfer

and on coding.

7 Conclusion

Up to this level, the researchers have clearly put forward the reason for which they

embarked on the study. They have mentioned the problem statement as well as the objectives

that give them a ticket to proceed with the research. In the next chapter, they will consider what

other researchers in the same field have done as regards to the subject in question.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

1 Introduction

In this chapter, the researchers spent considerable time studying what other researchers have

done in the same field. This includes but not limited to the methodologies used in developing the

system.

L2 The Concept of Databases

L2,1 Databases and Database Management Systems (DBMS)

According to Jerry, (2001), A database is a shared collection of logically related shared data (and

a description of this data) designed to meet the information needs of an organization. A database

is a large repository of data that is defined once and can be used simultaneously by many

departments and users. Instead of disconnected files with redundant data, all data is integrated

with a minimum amount of duplication. The database holds not only the organizations

operational data but, in addition, it holds a description of this data also known as system catalog,

data dictionary or metadata.

It is a collection of data stored in the standardized format designed to be shared by multiple users.

A database may be small contained entirely within a Personal Computer, or massive available

online through computer and telephone connections. Such big databases are called information

utilities, Jerry, (2001).

The advantages of database system includes; control of data dependency, data consistency, more

information from same amount of data, improved data security, and easy enforcement of

standards.
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Types of databases

(i) Hierarchical Data Model

A hierarchical data model is the one in which the data is organized into a tree-like

structure. The structure allows repeating information using parent/child relationships: each

parent can have many children but each child only has one parent. All attributes of a specific

record are listed under an entity type, Wikipedia, 2009

Pavement Improvement

~~aince Rehabilitation

Routine Corrective Preventive

Fig (i). Example of a Hierarchical Model.

In a database, an entity type is the equivalent of a table; each individual record is represented as a

row and an attribute as a column. Entity types are related to each other using 1: N mapping, also

known as one-to-many relationships.

A hierarchical database expects the hierarchical tables to be defined at design-time and does not

expect them to be changed during run-time. The most recognized and used hierarchical database

is IMS developed by IBM, Wikipedia (2009)

(ii) Relational database

A relational database is a database that groups’ data using common attributes found in the data

set. The resulting “clumps” of organized data are much easier for people to understand.
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For example, a data set containing all the real estate transactions in a town can be grouped by the

year the transaction occurred; or it can be grouped by the sale price of the transaction; or it can

be grouped by the buyerts last name; and so on.

DBMS

It is software that defines a database, stores the data supports a query language, produces reports

and creates data entry screens, Jerry, (2001).

According to Sawyer, (2000), a Database Management System is the software that enables the

user define create and maintains databases and also provides controlled access to the databases.

A database management system also provides controlled access to the database. Database

Management Systems also provide quick and accurate entry and retrieval of data captured can be

stored and later be retrieved.

Functions ofa DBMS

The following are the functions/services of a Database Management System as contained by

Fred, (1997)

Data retrieval and update, a user accessible catalogue, transaction support concurrency support

services, recovery services, Authorization services, support for data communication integrity

services

Components of a DBMS Environment

Hardware this can range from a Personal Computer (PC) to network configuration software

includes DBMS an operating system while procedures, are rules that should be followed in

designing a database and people, are the naïve users, sophisticated users and Advanced Database

Administrators, Langford (2003).
9



Other components of a DBMS

Wetherbe, (2003), also outlines the following components of a Database Management System.

Database Engine

It is the heart of the DBMS it is responsible for storing, retrieving and updating the data

It affects speed and scalability

Data dictionaiy

This holds the definitions of all data table, describes type of data being stored, allow DBMS keep

track of data. This includes the name, type, source and authorization for access for each data

element. The data dictionary may monitor the data definition such as field name entered to make

sure that it conforms to the rules entered to make sure it conforms to the rules established during

data definition such as field name, field-size, type of data etc.

Queiy processor

Is a functional component of the DBMS, which enables developers and users to store and

retrieve data.

Forms Generator

It helps the developer to create inputs forms that represent common user tasks making it easy

making for users to enter data.

Report writer

It helps to summarize work in a business; it enables you to set up the report on the screen of

specify how items will be displayed.

Report Generator

It is used to summarize work in a business it enables you to set up the report on the screen to

specify how items will be displayed. Hutchinson, (2000) refers to report generator as a program

used to produce onscreen or printed out documents from all or part of a database. You can
10



specify the format of the report in advance —row headings column headings page headers and so

on.

Prima’y key

A Primary key (PK) is a column that uniquely identifies a particular row.

Interface design tools

A user interface is a means by which the user interacts with the program. There are different

types of user interface. The oldest type of user interface is command driven whereby the user

interacts with the computer through the set of commands that instructs what a computer should

do. Another type of user interface is menu driven interface where the user is allowed to select

from a list of options in a menu and selects from it. The last type is graphical user interface

(GUI) whereby computer commands (codes) are hidden behind visible objects which normally

reflect the kind of command that is to be executed by the user.

GUIs are categorized into two, Desktop PC which run applications that are installed to run on a

computer and browser interfaces, the ones that run under web browser environment. Another

author calls Desktop PC interfaces as ‘windowsform applications’. Murach (2006)

The use of GUI and menu driven interfaces is the most used in modern applications. This is

because they are user friendly.

Since the application developed will operate online, we will develop browser interfaces.

To develop web-driven interfaces that will run under web browser environment. In order to

develop an interactive website the following are needed (Welling and Thompson).

Hardware for the web server

Operating system
11



• Web server software

• Database management system

Programming scripting language

Of the four mentioned above, we will only consider Programming scripting language for

interface design. The scripting language provides a link between a DBMS and the browser. It

makes the processes of sending and retrieving data from the database possible.

The scripting language of use in this project Will be PHP. Welling and Thompson point out the

strengths of PHP as;

• High performance

• Its ability to interface with different DBMS

• It has many libraries for many common web tasks

• Low cost

• Ease of learning and use

• Portability and

• Availability of source code

However, scripting language cannot work alone. For web interfaces we need markup language

that will be used to structure the page layout and other input features like forms. Html is the most

used mark-up language. Browser side scripting language like JavaScript is also of a great use.

12



Performance; the PHP code are executed fast and hence making it easy to serve many

requests at a time.

Scalability: With PHP one can effectively and cheaply implement horizontal scaling with

large number of commodity servers.

Interfaces to many DMBS: Apart for MySQL, PHP can easily connect to other DBMS

like PostgreSQL, Oracle, dbm, FilePro, DB2, Hyperwave, Informix, InterBase and

Sybase database among others.

Built-in libraries to many common web tasks: This is because PHP was designed mainly

for web-related tasks like generating images from the fly, connect to web services and

other network services, parse XML, send e mail, work with cookies and generate PDF

among others, with few lines of code.

~ Low Cost: PHP is free. Can easily be downloaded from http://www.php.net.

~ Ease of learning and use: The syntax of PHP is based on other programming languages

already know like C, C++, Java and others.

Strong Object-Oriented support: PHP has Object Oriented features. Having used some

Object Oriented features like inheritance, private and protected Attributes and methods,

abstract classes and methods, interfaces, constructors and destructors makes it easy to

learn PHP.

Portability: PHP is available for many operating systems. PHP code can be written in

different platforms.
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Flexibility ofdevelopment approach: PHP allows one to implement simple tasks simply

and equally easily adapts to implementing large applications using framework-based on

design patterns such as Model-View-Controller (MVC)

Availability of source code: PHP source code is available for free unlike commercial

closed-source code.

Availability of support and documentation: Zend Technologies (www.zend.com) the

company behind the engine that powers PHP, funds its PHP development by offering

support and related software on a commercial basis. The PHP documentation and

Community are mature and rich resources with wealth of information to share.

.4 Apache

Websites are stored in web-servers for them to run. When the user sends a request over a browser

the web-server is the one that responds to them. There are many web-servers but there are two

main ones which dominate the market, these are Apache and Microsoft’s Internet information

Server (115), Greenspan J, Bulger B, (2001).

Greenspan 3, Bulger B, (2001) continues putting across the facts about Apache and uS. The

Apache web-server is the most popular web-server there is. It like Linux, PHP and MySQL is an

Open Source project. Apache make use of third party modules. Because it is open source, anyone

with the skill can write a code that extends the ftmctionality of Apache. PHP will always run as

Apache extension known as an Apache module.

Apache is a great web-server. It is quick and stable

The major weakness of ISS on the other hand is it is so much tied to the Windows environment

and it is a key component of Microsoft’s ASP.

16



System Development Life Cycle (SDLC)

This is the process of creating or altering systems, and the models and methodologies that people

use to develop these systems. The concept generally refers to computer or Infonnation Systems

(Wikipedia).

This is the overall process of developing, implementing, and retiring Information Systems

through a multi-step process from initiation, analysis, design, implementation, and maintenance

to disposal. There are many different SDLC models and methodologies, but each generally

consists of a series of defmed steps or phases. For any SDLC model that is used, Information

Security must be integrated into the SDLC to ensure appropriate protection for the information

that the system will transmit, process, and store.

1. Problem recognition

This is the initial stage, It involves identifying the exact problem and the system to be developed

out of all the new systems that could be developed. Once the problem has been recognized and

acknowledged by the management, the users and the system analyst (in this case the researchers),

the work of evaluating the system in place and developing a new system is assigned to the

system analyst.

2. Feasibility study

Here the problem definition is brought into a sharper focus. Feasibility study is also known as

preliminary investigation. The specific system objectives are set and aspects of the problem that

will be excluded from the system clearly noted. The analyst ought to estimate the costs and

benefits of the system with greater accuracy. This calls for a cost-benefit analysis study of the

proposed system. The cost analysis indicates whether the proposed system is feasible or not.

Feasibility study contains these aspects.
17



Technicalfeasibility

This is a measure of the practicality of a specific technical solution and the availability of

technical resources and expertise.

~ Economicalfeasibility

This is a measure of the cost effectiveness of a project or solution. This is often called cost-

benefit analysis.

Operational feasibility

This is a measure of how well the solution will work in the organization. It is also a measure of

how people feel about the systemlproject.

Schedule feasibility

This is a measure of how reasonable the project timetable is.

3. Analysis

After the feasibility study is approved, the system analyst works in conjunction with the user to

develop a logical model of the system. There must be understanding between the user and the

analyst to avoid failure of the project. Use of technical language is avoided so that the user can

comprehend and in return contribute as well. This can be done by use of diagrams, elementary

data dictionary and rough descriptions of the relevant diagrams which must be revised by both

the user and the management.

4. Design stage

Here the analyst answers the question, how is the problem going to be solved? Logical design is

incorporated to ensure that everything runs smoothly. It also ensures that premature termination

does not occur. Then we have the detailed design where programs are coded to solve the

problem. This answers the question, how should the system be implemented?

18



5. Implementation

Here the new system is put into use. When implementing a new system various ways can be

adopted. These include:

Direct change over: - this is a complete replacement of the old system by the new system in

one bold move.

Parallel running: - this involves processing of current data on both old and new systems in

order to cross-check the results.

Pilot running: - data from one or more previous periods is first run on the old system and then

on the new system. The new results are then compared.

Phased change over: - this is where the system is introduced piece by piece.

6. Testing

Before any computer system is brought into use, it is essential to ensure that it carries out all its

intended functions within the established limits. On both logical and physical designs, the

computer system and its environment must be tested to the satisfaction of the analyst and the

user.

7. Maintenance

The main objective of maintenance is to keep the system functioning at an acceptable level.

Maintenance functions mainly include:

Correcting errors due to problem bugs

Changing parameters and algorithms used to develop the original programs.

Changing procedures

Hardware and software maintenance

Making any enhancements as new technology comes
19



Conclusion

This chapter dealt with issues related to the literature related to the study title and the tools that

were used for the success of this research. While the next chapter will mainly cover the analysis

of the current system and the proposed system and answer the questions on bow the problem was

going to be solved.
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CHAPTER THREE

SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Introduction

In this phase, the researchers focused on the methods of data collection, its analysis and the

methods used thereof. Once data was analyst, the researchers considered the advantages of the

current system and the reasons why an improved system was a worthwhile venture.

Procedure of the study

The study involved visiting the school of computer studies and performing interviews on the

modes of collecting and processing results; together with the nature of output produced and the

means at which all the above are attained.

3 Population of the area of Study

The study involved mainly the office of Examination Officer from School of Computer Studies

and some lecturers. These provided the operational information for the study. It also involved the

students’ body who provided their view on the current system of delivering results and

transcripts.

L4 Data collection Methods

These are the methods that were used to gather the facts that were used to draw conclusions

about the user requirements, information needs and processes to be used to achieve the

objectives of the study. Whitney and Bentley (1998) say, “Fact finding is performed during all
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phases of the system development life cycle. To support system development, the analyst must

collect facts about data, processes, interfaces, and geography”.

There are several data collection methods/techniques that can be used such as Interviews,

Questionnaires, Data analysis, Observation.

Li Primary Methods

These are the methods that are used to find primary information. Primary information is the

information which gathered directly from the source. For example the information gathered from

the company employees, through interviews, questionnaires, and researcher’s observation on the

area under study.

Interviews

Interviews are fact finding techniques whereby the system analyst collects information from

individuals face to face, Whitney and Bentley,(i998). Interviews can be used for different

purposes like finding facts, verifying facts, clarifying facts, generate enthusiasm, getting the user

involved, identifying requirements, and solicit ideas and opinions. The analyst becomes an

interviewer and the respondent becomes an interviewee,

Interviews have several advantages and disadvantages. The most advantage is the involvement of

people who are the key source of information and the key stakeholders of the Information

System of which we seek to meet their needs. Interviews help to make the interviewee feel a part

of system project. It provides an opportunity for the interviewer to probe for more feedback from

the interviewee unlike other fact finding techniques. It also allows the interviewer to clarify

his/her question and hence assured to get relevant information. Face to face interaction is useful

for the interviewer to grasp additional facts provided by a non-verbal communication from the

respondent.
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The disadvantages of this method include its time consumption since the interview session is

basically at the consent of the interviewer. Also the success of an interview session depends

much on interviewer’s human relations and communication skills. Sometimes the interviewee

can fail to disclose some information for the fear of being known, depending on the nature of

Information sought.

However for the facts that need to be gathered from the small sample, interview is the

recommended method.

Questionnaires

Questionnaires are special-purpose documents that allow the analyst to collect information and

opinions from respondents, Whitney and Bentley (1998). Respondents are given questionnaires

to fill at their own time.

Questionnaires are of advantage due to their ability to gather facts from many respondents with a

reasonable cost. They can be answered quickly and they give respondents freedom to answer

them at the time that is more convenient to them. They also ensure confidentiality of the

respondents due to their anonymity nature and therefore, respondents can be free to disclose

some information that could be hard to be disclosed if they weren’t assured of their anonymity.

The response from the questionnaires can be tabulated and analyzed quickly.

The disadvantage of this method is that it is not guaranteed that the respondents will answer the

questions as required. Questionnaires are not flexible and do not give enough room for a

researcher to get additional information from the respondents. The analysts can not get more

information derived from non-verbal language, as on the case of interview. Also there is no

opportunity for clarification of questions from the researcher or answers from the respondent.
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Observation

Observation is the fact fmding technique where the system analyst either participates in or

watches a person perform activities to learn about the system. This method is used when the

validity of data collected through other methods is in question or when the complexity of certain

aspects of the system prevents a clear explanation by the end users.

Advantages of observations include reliability of data gathered since it is an eye-witness, the

analyst is able to grasp the information he/she missed from explanations given by respondents.

The analyst can also get data describing the physical environment of the task. It is inexpensive

and allows the analyst to do work measurements.

The disadvantages include the fact that people may change the way they behave when they

realize that they are observed for example during observation, people may tend to avoid violation

of procedures which may not be true about the way the act, the work being involved may not

necessarily depict the actual picture of what is normally done, some system activities may take

place at the time when the analyst is not scheduled to be at the observation site, the tasks under

observations are subject to interruptions. Also some tasks may not always be performed in the

manner in which they are observed.

.2 Secondary Methods

Document Analysis

This method involved the researchers examining and analyzing company documents for more

information which was rather difficult to obtain from the above mentioned methods. This method

provided a clear picture about the kind of output needed and hence the input design.

Some of these methods have been used in the study. Interviews have been performed to school

Examination Officer to get to know how results are dealt about. Observation has been made
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especially on the mode of delivering results to the students. Data analysis has been done by

observing some transcripts produced by some departments like a list of Course Units offered by

the School in different courses at different academic years and semesters, the format at which the

results are presented by the lecturers to the Examination officer and the format of output

generated from the system.

~ Analysis of the current system

5.1 Strengths of the current system

Despite the weaknesses observed in the current system, it has it has strength on various fronts.

Security- Unlike the new system, the current system is stand-alone and is not connected to the

internet. This does not expose it to the risk involved when a system is online. The vulnerability

of the data is high.

The current system is file based and is most familiar to the users. To use the current system, a

user should be skilled in Microsoft Office Suite Application, whereas for the new system, it will

require additional knowledge. The more skill a task requires, the lesser the people who can

comfortably use it. It will require much more training.

.5.2 Weaknesses of the current system

~ Time consumption: It takes so long to process the transcript of a single student.

It is so customized to the current state of the faculty. It does not give room for expansion

without involving new creations e.g. the examination officer has an individual file for every

class belonging to the same intake. This means there will be a need to create a new file for
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every program in every intake. This makes the system more complex as the volume of data

increases since it keeps on being accessed.

Redundancy — Information about a student is not totally placed in one place. Each student has

a file in different locations. This not only introduces repetition of the same details but makes

the information of the student not to have data integrity.

It cannot be accessible by someone who is not at K.I.U. and specifically at the School of

Computer Studies.

Having the Examination Officer as the only person who does results entry to the system leads

to repetition of duties which makes it more prone to errors and lack of data integrity.

The current system of viewing results does not ensure that the results remain confidential to

the person concerned. This is because the results are displayed and registration numbers are

used for identii~iing a person. These registration numbers are not necessarily confidential

since they are exposed through other documents like green cards and library cards; provisional

results include one’s name as well.

6 System Specifications

This shows functional and non functional requirements that are needed for the system to be

usable smoothly.

.6.1 System requirements
These are the general requirements of the system. System requirements were established after the

thorough research was done through fact gathering.
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6.2 User Requirements of the new system

According to the expected functionalities of the system under development, system should do the

following:

~ Add students personal details into the database

Update a record in case of any changes made

~ Delete a record where necessary

Help students register for a semester as well as access previous semester’s performance

Help Administrators to search students’ records, both in groups or individual according to the

departmental information needs.

~ Generate necessary reports

Edit record(s) where there’s an error/errors in data entry

.6.3~

This describes the means for ensuring safety of stored data and access control according to

privileges of different users of the system. It also includes preventing access by unauthorized

parties. This is among the most crucial parts of the system under development. This is because

of;

(i) The nature of the information stored in the database i.e. results, which is at the risk of

sabotage. Some users might want to access the database mainly to alter the records in their own

favor.
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(ii) The fact that the database will be online. Information being made available online makes it

be at a greater risk.

The following measures will therefore be taken to ensure the security if the system:

Physical security; that is, the security of the actual location of the database facilities. Only

people authorized to be database administrators will be allowed to access the premises.

Access control though username, passwords to ensure user authentication. Users will be given

privileges to access only the information that is relevant to them. For Example actions like

updating, editing, deleting will be reserved only for database administrator(s).

Security measures to prevent internet threats.

The following are the arguments of By Blake Wiedman (2009), says “Through my travels as a

Network Security Specialist I have consistently come across companies with a single focus in

mind, “Software Security”. They place so much emphasis on this single portion of security that

they lose sight of the big picture. The big picture is of course, “Without a structured security

hierarchy, any basic security policy will fail!”

To summarize, there are several measures suggested by Blake Wiedman on database security

Server Security

Server security is the process of limiting actual access to the database server itself, and in my

humble opinion it is the most important angle of security and should be carefully planned. He

says “Your database back end should never be on the same machine as your web server, not just

for security, but for performance! If your database server is supplying information to a web

server then it should be configure to allow connections only from that web server”.
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Trusted IP Addresses

Every server should be configured to only allow trusted IP addresses. You don’t allow just

anyone to come into your house and talk to your children. In the same respect you should know

exactly who should be allowed to “talk” to your database server.

If it’s a back end for a web server, then only that web server’s address should be allowed to

access that database server. If the database server is supplying information to a homegrown

application that is running on the internal network, then it should only answer to addresses from

within the internal network.

Fig (ii) Trusted I? address

Database Connections

These days with the number of Dynamic Applications it becomes tempting to allow immediate

unauthenticated updates to a database. If you are going to allow users to make updates to a

database via a web page, ensure that you validate all updates to ensure that all updates are

warranted and safe. For example ensure that you are removing any possible SQL code from a

user supplied input, If a normal user should never be inputting it don’t allow the data to ever be

submitted.
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If you are one of those administrators that feel the need to use ODBC connections ensure that

every connection uses its own unique user to access the shared data.

Table Access Control

Table access control is probably one of the most overlooked forms of database security because

of the inherent difficult in applying it. Properly using Table access control will require the

collaboration of both system administrator and database developer.

An example would be allowing read access to user imputed information to the public. If a user

just imputed the information whey would they have to look at it within the same session.

Restricting Database Access

Now being that we have completed a basic overview of database security I want to dive a little

further into the specifics of server security, mainly into the network access of the system.

Specifically targeting Internet based databases, since they have been the most recent targets of

attacks. All web-enabled applications have ports that they listen to.

Most cyber criminals (Hackers or Crackers) are going to do a simple “port scan” to look for ports

that are open that popular database systems use by default. Now I say by default, because you

can change the ports a service listens on, which I personally feel is a great way to throw off a

criminal.

First they will attempt to determine if a machine is even at a specific address. They will do this

by pinging the system. This is done by simply opening up a command line and typing “ping”.

The criminal now knows there is a system answering at this address. First thing to prevent this is

to disable any ICMP packets. This will prevent ping requests from being replied to.
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There are many ways to prevent open access from the Internet and each database system has its

own set of unique features as well as each OS. So I am merely going to touch on a few methods.

• Trusted IP addresses UNIX servers are configured to answer only pings from a list of

trusted hosts. In UNIX, this is accomplished by configuring the hosts file, which restricts server

access to a list of specific users.

• Server account disabling- If you suspend the server ID after three password attempts,

attackers are thwarted. Without user ID suspension, an attacker can run a program that generates

millions of passwords until it guesses the user ID and password combination.

• Special tools -Products such as RealSecure by 155 send an alert when an external server is

attempting to breach your systemts security.

The above explanations also reveal another database security means, which is the choice of

DBMS. Different DBMS have different security capabilities. Most authors (from the document

analysis) commend Oracle as the most trusted DBMS.

George Jucan (2009), comments, “Many sophisticated measures are usually in place to prevent

unauthorized access at the network and Operating-System levels and are incorporated in off-the-

shelf or custom-built application systems. But too often the database, where the information

actually resides, is protected only through the standard username!password mechanism. Oracle

Database lOg has one of the most advanced implementations of this mechanism, but if the

password is compromised, that protection is gone. Oracle Database can provide even more

protection through the use of Oracle Virtual Private Database, Oracle Label Security, and so on,

but these mechanisms are still insufficiently used in production implementations”.
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However, this does not completely put other types of DBMS out of list. This is because the

security issue does not involve the DBMS only; it includes other parts like Operating system,

firewall configuration and network configuration as explained earlier.

.4 Non-Functional Requirements

Non-functional requirements explain constraints on the services or functions offered by the

system. They include timing constraints, constraints on the development process, standards and

so on. The following are expected of the new system:

The system shall allow only a concerned person to access his/her own results.

It is designed to be user-friendly through the various buttons and simple forms by which the

user interacts. The browser interfaces will provide for the users to fill in the parameters and

search the details they need.

Data integrity is ensured through the use of validation rules.

~ Access to the system will be controlled through the use of passwords. You will need to enter

the correct password to access the system.

The system alerts the user if he clicks a button without a valid data type.

° The user is warned before performing actions that can be disastrous or dangerous for

example deleting a record.

~5 Functional requirements

Functional requirements explain what the system will do. It includes the type of input it will

accept and how it will do it, the output it produces, the reactions in different occasions like when

the wrong value is entered. The system under development will do the following;

° Input students details and their relevant information related to the academic progress
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Authenticate every user who tries to access the system basing on the level of access set for

each user. The system will reject the users who will fail to meet the authentication

requirements and accepts those who meet them.

~ Provide the results of the student accessing through Internet. A student will be able to view

his/her semester’s performance, general performance for all semesters attended up to the

most current time, and performance for only a specific course unit.

~ Generate reports which will basically be the academic transcript. At the faculty level, the

system will generate the specific semester’s results, classified report on a semester basis.

The system will provide for the ability to update, edit, and delete some information by the

authorized users.

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter addressed the various fact finding methods used in system development and system

requirements. After this stage, we will see how the system was designed and implemented where

the logic of the system was put in place and the actual development (coding) was done.
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CHAPTER FOUR

SYSTEM DESIGN

1 Introduction

In this chapter the researchers focused on the conceptual, logical and physical design of the

proposed system. It involved the preliminary design then the detailed design. It as well includes

diagrams which will assist the users’ understanding of the new system. The main purpose of this

chapter is to transform the information models that were developed during analysis that conform

to the largest technology we will use for Information System implementation. The diagrams are

described below.

The main purpose of the proposed system is to manage the students’ results for School of

Computer Studies, make the database available over the internet for the various users who have

to access it via internet and to develop a design for each access points (interfaces) to the database

for the various users of the new system.

.2 Context Model Diagram

System Context Diagrams picture the system at the center, with no details of its interior

structure, surrounded by all its interacting sub-systems. The objective of a system context

diagram is to show how the system interacts with various actors in its environment.

The purpose of a context data flow diagram is to define the scope and the boundary for the

system and project. Mostly, the context diagram is subject to constant change just like the scope

of any project is always subject to change.
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Requests results
for a particular I School
student or class

Fig. (iii) Context Model Diagram

3 Entity Relationship Diagram of the new system.

Entity-Relationship Model (ERM) is an abstract and conceptual representation of data. Entity-

relationship modeling is a database modeling method, used to produce a type of conceptual

schema or semantic data model of a system, often a relational database, and its requirements in a

top-down fashion. Diagrams created using this process are called entity-relationship diagrams,

or ER diagrams or ERDs for short. (Wikipedia)

The key elements of the ERM are entities, attributes, identifiers and relationships.

Entity

According to Wikipedia, an entity may be defined as a thing which is recognized as being

capable of an independent existence and which can be uniquely identified e.g. a house or a car,

an event such as a house sale or a car service, or a concept such as a customer transaction or

order. In this case the following are the major entities.
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• Students

• Course unit

Department

• Program

Attributes

The property of an entity is attributes; properties describe the entity’s characteristics.

Examples of attributes are student’s Name, Registration no, course unit etc.

Identifiers

Instances of an Entity have identifiers which are attributes that name or identify entity instances.

Examples, Students instances could be identified by Student’s Name or Student’s Registration

number.

The identifier of an entity consists of one or more of the entity’s attributes. An identifier may

either be unique or non-unique whereby the value of a unique identifier will identify one and

only one entity instance while that of a non-unique identifies will identify a set of instances.

Identifiers that consist of two or more attributes are called composite identifiers.

Relationships

A relationship is an association between entities according to Kroenke, D (2000). An E-R Model

consists of both relationship classes and relationship instances. Relationship classes are

associations among entity classes and relationship instances are associations among entity

instances.
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A relationship can include a number of entities; the number of entities in a relationship is the

degree of the relationship.

Types of relationships

(i) One-to-one relationshz~: - A single entity instance of one type is related to a single entity

instance of another type.

(ii) One-to-many relationshz~: - A single instance of one type is related to or relates to many

instances of another type.

(iii) Many-to-many relationship (N:AV: - Many instances of one type relate to many instances

of the other type.

There are three major symbols used to construct entity relationship diagrams.

I I A rectangle represents an entity

~ oval represents an athibute of the entity

A diamond represents the relation

The numbers between the relationships diamonds show the maximum number of entities that can

occur on one side of the relationship such as constraints are called the relationshzp ‘s maximum

cardinality.
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Fig.(iv) Entity Relationship Diagram
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4 Activity Diagram

Activity diagrams are used to graphically depict the sequential flow of activities of either a

business process or a use case. They can also be used to model actions that will be performed

when an operation is executing as well as the results of those actions. They are similar to flow

charts in that they graphically depict the sequential flow of activities of either a business process

or a use case. Activity diagrams show workflows of stepwise activities and actions, with support

for choice, iteration and concurrency. In the Unified Modeling Language, activity diagrams can

be used to describe the business and operational step-by-step workflows of components in a

system. An activity diagram shows the overall flow of control.

They are different from flow charts in that they provide a mechanism to depict activities that

occur in parallel. Because of this, they are very useful for modeling actions that will be

performed when an operation is executing as well as the results of those actions such as

modeling events that cause windows to be displayed or closed. Activity diagrams are flexible in

that they can be used during analysis and design.

1. A solid dot represents the start of the process.

2. A rounded corner rectangle represents an activity or task that needs to be performed.

3. Arrows depict triggers that initiate activities.

4. A solid black bar is called a synchronization bar, This allows you to depict

activities that occur in parallel.

5. A diamond represents a decision activity.

6. A solid dot inside a hollow circle represents the termination of a process.
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Start of a process

End of process

Decision

(~~) Process taking place
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Activity diagram for the new system

Fig~ (v) Activity Diagram — Student
interacting with the system

A student accessing the system over the internet

Start of a process

The system provides the
results basing on the
parameter requested

End process
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The Results Officer Clicks on
the link leading to admin page

A faculty Examination officer accessing the system
Start of the process

Fig~(vi) Activity Diagram-The
~amination Officer interacting with the

system 42



A Lecturer accessing the system

Fig. (vii) Activity Diagram —The Lecturer interacting with the system

Start ofthe process
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4.5 Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs)

According to Wikipedia, DFDs refer to a graphical representation of the “flow” of data through

an Information System. It also depicts the work or processing performed by that system. DFDs

can also be used for the visualization of data processing (structured design). Data flow diagrams

can be used to provide a clear representation of any business function. The technique starts with

an overall picture of the business and continues by analyzing each of the functional areas of

interest.

This is a tool that shows the external agents who are the sources or destinations of data, the

processes that transform (act on) the data and the data stores where data are collected and held.

The names of data stores in DFDs correspond to the names of the data entities in the E-R

diagrams. There are two types of DFDs namely:

>~ Logical DFDs: Show what a system is or does. They are implementation-independent,

that is, they depict the system independent of any technical implementation. As such logical

DFDs illustrate the essence of the system.

> Physical DFDs: - Show not only what a system is or does but also how the system is

implemented. They are implementation-dependent because they reflect technology choices and

the limitations of those technology choices.

The following are symbols used to construct data flow diagrams

C~) External entity-is a source or destination of a data flow which is outsidethe area of study

~ Data flow-shows the flow of information from its source to its
destination

I Process-shows a transformation or manipulation of data
flows within the system
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Data Store-is a holding place for information within the system

Source: http:Ilwww.getahead-direct.com

Dataflow diagramfor various users accessing the system

Database: stores
results and other
relevant records

Dataflow diagramfor a student accessing results through the internet
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.6 Conceptual Design of the database

This is the overall conceptual representation of organizational data regardless of DBMS or

method of implementation that will be used. A conceptual data model includes the relevant

entities, relationships and attributes as well as rules and constraints that define how data are used.

The most common way of represent conceptual modeling is by the use of Entity Relationship

diagrams (E-R Diagrams). The E-R diagram for the new system has been constructed earlier.

(Refer fig. (iv))

.7 Logical Design

Logical design differs slightly from conceptual design in that it focuses on the DBMS of use.

The logical design process is concerned with transforming the conceptual data model (the E-R

Model) to a logical data model.

Table: Student details

Field Type Null Description Primary Key

regno varchar(15) No ~es

surname varchar(20) No

othernames varchar(50) No

intake varchar( 15) No

postaladdress varchar(50) No

email varchar(50) No

mobile varchar(20) No

sex varchar(6) No

dob date No Date of Birth

nationality varchar(20) No

programcode varchar(5) No e.g. BIT,BIS,BCS
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Table: courseunits

Field Type Null Default Description Primar3lKey

~oursecode varchar(6) No Yes

~oursename varchar(50) No

3CS varchar(lO) Yes NULL Indicates whether or not a course unitattended by BCS

csyearsem varchar(30) Yes NULL Indicates a semester at which a courseunit attended by BCS

3cspriority varchar(10) No Shows whether this unit is core or electivefor BCS

~IT varchar(1 0) Yes NULL Indicates whether or not a course unitattended by BIT

)ityearsem varchar(30) Yes NULL Indicates a semester at which a courseunit attended by BIT

3itpriority varchar(1 0) No Shows whether this unit is core or electivefor BIT

3IS varchar(1 0) Yes NULL Indicates whether or not a course unitattended by BIS

isyearsem varchar(30) Yes NULL Indicates a semester at which a courseunit attended by BIS

3ispriority varchar( 10) No Shows whether this unit is core or electivefor BIS

3C1 varchar(10) Yes NULL Indicates whether or not a course unitattended by BCI

ciyearsem varchar(30) Yes NULL Indicates a semester at which a courseunit attended by BCI

3cipriority varchar(10) No Shows whether this unit is core or electivefor BCI

3BC varchar(10) Yes NULL Indicates whether or not a course unitattended by BBC

)bcyearsem varchar(30) Yes NULL Indicates a semester at which a courseunit attended by BBC

3bcpriority varchar(10) No Shows whether this unit is core or electivefor BBC

)CS varchar(10) Yes NULL Indicates whether or not a course unitattended by DCS

Icsyearsem varchar(30) Yes NULL Indicates a semester at which a courseunit attended by DCS

)cspriority varchar(1 0) No Shows whether this unit is core or electivefor DCS
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Table: departments

Field Type Null Description Primaiy Key

deptid varchar(lO) No Yes

deptname varchar(50) No

Table: registration and performance

• Piimary
Field Type Null Default Descriphon Key

regid int(20) No Yes

regno varchar(15) No

date_ofjegistration date No

semcode varchar(5) No

acadjear varchar(lO) No

exammth varchar(l 5) No

examyr int(5) No

cul varchar(6) Yes NULL

culregtype varchar(15) Yes NULL

cwl int(5) Yes NULL

emi varchar(5) Yes NULL

cu2 varchar(6) Yes NULL

cu2regtype varchar(15) Yes NULL

cw2 varchar(5) Yes NULL
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Table: registration and performance cont...

• Primary
Field Type Null Default Descnption Key

em2 varchar(5) Yes NULL

eu3 varchar(6) Yes NULL

cu3regtype varchar(15) Yes NULL

cw3 varchar(5) Yes NULL

em3 varchar(5) Yes NULL

cu4 varchar(6) Yes NULL

cu4regtype varchar(15) Yes NULL

cw4 varchar(5) Yes NULL

em4 varchar(5) Yes NULL

cu5 varchar(6) Yes NULL

cu5regtype varchar(15) Yes NULL

cw5 varchar(5) Yes NULL

em5 varchar(5) Yes NULL

cu6 varchar(6) Yes NULL

cu6regtype varchar( 15) Yes NULL

cw6 varchar(5) Yes NULL

em6 varchar(5) Yes NULL

cu7 varchar(6) Yes NULL

cu7regtype varchar(15) Yes NULL

cw7 varchar(5) Yes NULL
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Table: registration and _performance cont...

Field Type Null Default Description

em7 varchar(5) Yes NULL

cu8 varchar(6) Yes NULL

eu8regtype varchar(15) Yes N(JLL

cw8 varchar(5) Yes NULL

em8 varchar(5) Yes NULL

.8 Physical Design

This is the last stage of the design process. Its major objective is to implement the database as a

set of stored records, files, indexes and other data structures that will provide adequate

performance and ensure database integrity, security and recoverability. Physical database design

must be performed carefully since decisions made during this stage have a major impact on data

accessibility, response time, security, user friendliness and similar factors. The following are the

major inputs to physical design.

• Logical data structures that were developed during the logical design like the relational data

models.

• User processing requirements that were identified during requirements definition including

size and frequency of use of the database.

• Characteristics of the database management system (DBMS) and other components of the

computer operating environment.
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4,9 Conclusion

At this stage, the researchers discussed how the database is logically organized in a way that data

can be stored and information can be retrieved in a manner that is needed by the stakeholders. In

the next stage, the researchers intend to do the actual implementation of the system, basing on

the design made that is, the design being transformed into a working system.
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CHAPTER EWE

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with how the system is implemented, i.e. how the design described in the

previous chapter is converted into a working system. The chapter also shows how the process of

transitioning from the old system to the new one is brought about after the system is tested and

proved working. The DBMS that was used to design tables and their structures is MySQL, and

the interfaces were designed using basic HTML and JavaScript for the layout, and being used

PHP to bring about the dynamic features of web application. Furthermore, for the interface

design, the software Macromedia DreamweaverTM was of a great use, especially in providing a

design view of interface design and simplifying processes of achieving inserting and retrieving

data and infonuation respectively through its powerffil server behavior features like insert record,

update record, show if, recordset etc.

5.2 Program Testing

This aims at ensuring that the user expectations and predefined system specifications are met.

System testing included the following;

~ Unit testing: -Individual components were tested to ensure that they operated

correctly, each system components was tested separately to check whether it meet its

requirements.
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Module testing: - A module encapsulates related components, thus tested without other

system modules. Examples of modules are object class, abstract data types and collection

of functions and procedures.

~ Sub-system testing: - A collection of modules were integrated into sub-systems and then

tested. This concentrated on the detection of module interface errors by rigorous

exercising these interfaces.

~ System testing: - The sub-systems were integrated to make up the system. This process

was concerned with finding errors that result from manipulated interactions between

sub-systems and sub-system interface problems. It was concerned with validating

that the system to meet its functional and non-functional requirements and testing the

emergent system properties.

~ Acceptance testing: - This was the fmal stage in the testing process before the system is

accepted for operational use. The system is tested with data supplied by the system

customer rather than simulated test data. Acceptance test will reveal errors and omissions

in the system requirements definition because the real data exercise the system in

different ways from the test data. It may also reveal requirements problems where the

system facilitates do not really meet the users’ needs or the system performance is

unacceptable.

5.3 System Implementation

Implementation involves laying down all the necessary components that are needed to make the

system run as defined. Implementation takes place after the approval of system specifications. It

involves the following steps
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Preparation ofphysical site: This includes preparing the physical environment at which the new

system will be operating.

Determining Functional changes: this involves identification of the changes of the roles of the

various personnel involved in the system. This was simply evaluated by using the mode at which

the respective users will be interacting with the system and the nature of data that will be input

into the system and output.

Selecting and assigning Personnel: this basically depends on the management decision upon

adopting the new system or not.

Train personnel: the training stage depends on the decisions made above. After the personnel

have been assigned the duties or parts they are to play in the system, what follows is to train

them on how they will interact with the system. There are different ways of attaining user

training like seminars, tutorial, procedural training and on-the-job training.

For the system put in place the training methods recommended are procedural training where the

users will be provided with the written procedures describing their activities and on the job

training which involves a practical encounter with the user. These two methods will be used

especially for the faculty Examination officer. Another useful training method is using tutorials.

This is useful especially for the students. Short and easy to understand tutorials can be designed

to help students get to know how the can interact with the system.

Acquire and install computer equz~ments: the actual purchase and installation of hardware and

software resources that will make the system run. Due to the case study of choice and the nature

of the system under development, this stage could not be done because it involves the decisions

from higher levels of management to have a new system put in place. The method used to attain
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this was to use a simulation of the web environment using a server running in a local machine

(locaihost).

Establishing Confrol and standards: this involved designing the means of attaining all the

necessary constraints on the user input, access control, user authentication and ensuring that the

system complies with the policies and standards of the operation of school of computer studies in

the management of results.

Converting data files: in our case, it involves the transfer of file based data into the database.

This was done through inserting sample data basing on the study made in documents analysis

reflecting how data is currently handled.

Acquiring computer programs: computer programs here refer to the software programs that are

used to convert the design into a working system. In the case of the developed system the

program used are mentioned at the introduction part of this chapter.

Test computer programs: here we are interested in testing the developed software to ensure that

it is error free by eliminating both syntax and logical errors which was done. This also involved

making sure that the system correctly produces the desired output.

5.4 User Interface

The user interface as explained in the literature review is a means by which the users interact

with the system when performing some activities. The user interface chronological flow of the

developed system for different users is as illustrated below.
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Index page (Home): The user can choose the
type, whether administrator, student or lecturer

View Results
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Home Page

• ~~

5. ~ 5.. I~v D.db l.a t.a

I’~t~.d ~~ ~

School of Computer Studies
Online Results Manag t Systeni

Log in as....

0 .11 £ Shah KIU 918 2009

tfl~ d.c r,cn4cc.,.

ADMINISTRATOR LOGIN

IIIKA PALA
~ I I I INTERNATIONAL

UNIVERSITY
Online Results Managen~ent Syst~ns

Home:

ter Username and Password to Login:

- - .1
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If either the usemame or password is not correct, the system gives the error message;

I~-y ~ Ip~ t~

I~.d ~ ~ç9.t.d LI~

i*dI~~ZIO.I

ERROR! INCORRECT LOGIN CREDENTIALS.
PLEASE TRY AGAIN!

And if they are correct the following page loads;

~ ~- ~Y ~ IPá

•~9t.d

PALA School of Computer Studies
INTERNATIONAL Online Results Hanag t Syst

Log Out:

el.i ~ Sb~.b ~U, 91$ 2009
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If the Administrator wishes to register the new student, he will choose “Register New Student”

and the following Page loads

~êçNr~LtOJ

KAMPALA
INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY

Register A new Student

Re~: Sex Male • Female

D~e of BIrth:

(w~y/m/ckI)

Phone NO: Emall:

Mabonellty Te~~

Academic Related lntormatlon:

Tntalex (~O6 ~ ecs

. ._1~ C ~, em fl~

This page allows the Administrator to fill the details of a new student is registered in the school

for the very first time.
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The following page loads when the Administrator opts to insert the details of the course unit into

the database.

~Ø~L1tI

KA PALA
INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY

Online Results Management System

Record a New Course Unft

Coxse m~

Caxee~

Pro, the 3.t.t be.tce~, Select the prograon that offer this coerce onit, and the
appropriate s~eter that er. offered In that propran Specify ~.hether the Unit is
offered as a core 000rse’ or “Slective coerce” for that progra. If no options apply
joeL select “non.”

Pm~n Ye~/s~n

~S 0 • one

BIT 0
B$ 0 ____

60 0 •

~c 0 • ____

ccs C • ____

And if the option is to Update Course Unit information the following page loads.

at—

≠5b*LZW1

I I IKAMPALA
— I I I INTERNATIONAL

UNIVERSITY

Enter the Coon.. Cod. for the Coors. Unit yoc st-t to npd.t.
~roc ca~:

• 215Sa bib flO, no

From this page, the user fills the course code that he/she wants to get its information updated. On

click “search” the following page loads;
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N~eoned G~q9atsd L~e

IIIKA PALA
A I I I INTERNATIONAL
i~I W UNIVERSITY

Online Results Manag~nent Syst~n

Please Click the Link on the Coursecode to Confir. The Action

ccti~ne ____ ____ ____ ____

M~hem~lcs1 V Vi 1 V Yl 1 V Yi~1 V Y1iS1 ~ ruie N io~e

The system picks the details of the course unit to be updated and on clicking the link on the

coursecode colunm the following page loads;

INeon.d ~ seonex.ted Leg~ee

KA PALA
INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY

e ult a t t

Current Details for the Course Unit Di cr.t. Hathanatic. 1 An it Appears in the Database

~uon ~ V Y2M D~i’~—.. ~Q VilSi V YlISi on. N one N one one

Update Course Unit Detal

Update by filling the value you ‘eant changed If you don • t want a
value to change, fill the value exactly as it is in the above table

Ox,seco~:

S.t Options to Updat.

pIsWan Veal e5 ~

8c$ 0
BIT C
81$ C
Ba C
~C C
D13 C

Update Another Course Unit or

~d.,f_... ~ ~O~jb. t~ -- ~ ~ r
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The page gets the user update the information about the course unit and on click “update” the

course information details are changed basing on the changes that are made by the user.

Still on the Administrator login, on the option “Add New Lecturer”, the following page loads;

~ZIOI A~~L~D

1111 IKAMPALA School of Computer Studies~Jj~ INTERN NAL ouline Results Management System

Add New Lecturer

Log Out:

This page allows the Administrator to assign access codes to the lecturers. This access code is

the one used by the lecturer to access the system when they want to enter students’ marks.

Retrieving the Results

When the Administrator wants to retrieve the results he/she clicks the option “Retrieve Results”

and the following page will load.

II1IIKA PALA
~ I I I INTERNATIONAL

UNIVERSITY

Log Ouc

Search for A Class you want
their results Displayed

815 0
BIT C Viisi
61$ C
60 0 ~
mc Q ~ijsi
DcS C yljsl

I~1 I!~

HInt: V~jci se&th only ~ class at a time
0 alt I Shah Em, DIS 2009
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The page allows the user to specify the class that he wants the marks displayed by selecting the

program option and the respective semester. On clicking “find”, the page will load that at first

gets the user have a list of the course units that are offered by the class they want the marks

retrieved.

N~ed ~ eeseset.d ~LVe5~b~

A

KA PALA
INTERNATiONAL
UNIVERSITY

Online Results l4anagement Systesa

The following are core coureen for Bachelor of Hanag~ent D~forwat1on Syotee fl/Si. use ther. to fill the fo below and therefore find
the Reoulto for this clean

1101
ILIX) a ~dl~
1104
1103

1101 toComias ~xI the
1102 1

Beneath this list there is a form that the user needs to fill necessary input to search results for a

particular class.

Please Fill the form below to search the results for the Class you Chose. Use
course code values provided above.

eg.

ExaiiTlme:Month D.rr.rth., Vea 2006

Cause Udtl [~iII,k

Caste U~t2
Cc~,se Lht3
Caste Ltdt4
Caste Lkdt5
Caste U~

~ Loo ~:

• .00 6 ~ 000, ~S00
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On clicking “search” the system reveals the marks of the students as shown below.

• r* ~. ~ny ~d..i. l.a ~

1%1a1d11tm

N~ ~ ~j

Ill I I KAMPALA
~ I I I INTERNATIONAL

UNIVERSITY
Online Results Managesient Syste~n

Cliok h.o. to Find Anoth.o Cl.oo log not

Y?ME flY THE STUDENT

s~ ~ öd~~ ‘a ~w OdTTL000] ~W M rTL ~ ~W ru TL IDG1E[Co ru fl ~DGPC~Y ~I 7LGDO1 W ruTThGDGP

23120 ~AIGE ONi1~AN 30 3

930(12470 CAROLYNE
611DP ~3AG1 KAJ~DdI 30 1

,~1~g~’24 ~ 36 —

~ ~usm UBABI~K 29 6

- mon n,.. nSa.. lnhomajb... (..rr.b,,~

STUDENT LOGIN

When a student logs in the system

+ 9
~~~

KAMPALA
INTERNATiONAL
UNIVERSITY

Home.

Students’ Login Page

~ .1k Sh~i J1U~ 028 2009
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On choosing the option register for a semester, the system prompts the students to enter his/her
registration number

~•,.~ ~

0

II IKAMPALA~ U INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY

LogOw:

Students’ Login Page

• .11 S Sh.h ~, IS 2009

He/she has the privileges on to register for a semester or view the results as shown below;

On clicking Log in the page loads that selects the program that the user enrolls and allows them
to select the semester they want to register for;

a • ~gSabd La19

IIIKA PALA
~ II IINTERNAnONAL
~ UNIVERSITY

Log Out:

FjWemue, MVSJilHLIBARJC&

To proceed with s~ster registration, first Select
SEMESTER corresponding to your PRO~AN and click ‘find”
for further r istration process

BIS •
BIT .

615 o -

•
•

•

•1~ £ Shb KIO uS 200$
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On clicking “Find” the page loads and shows a list of course units one can register for in that

semester basing on the program he/she enrolls.

G t~q~d~a~* ~J~~he,.~-y1%se1 ~ - -

KA PALA
INTERNATiONAL
UNIVERSITY

Online Results Management System

Home: Sem r R n Foim:

Please Register far Tl-5S~TB~ by fill the Ranseter that you ere w~posed to
register far U~cotee t,dts that you will ~t far INs sm,~. A thid~t Is al to register for

more that Bazrse Is. &id bickales n~p~r~id mtth~

The foflo~dnq are the coi~ses for u/si

Ol~3eCOde oarsana~e
cnioi igital 1.ogic
liCliQO ~e.unication a •riting Gisilie
C81104 Inputer Progr rig flethodology
CB3.103 puter Applications
cailOl ntroduction to Coeputero and the Internet
C81102 iscrete flatheeatics 1

The list of semesters helps the student to select the course units to register for by inserting the

course codes and other information in the form as shown below.

You Can now Register By selecting the Courses you will sit for this semester

Regisbetion
Peg F.h: YeefSem: YTIS1

~ A~mic Yea: ~2Q1O

Hint Tod~y~ 0~tn in 27th, ingant 2009

~i to sit te to., ~n this
seme~ Decerber~ J4y

Veer

Course tMRSdeclIo*

P501 Ion Ttpe
SIN Cassecode (E.gt’êrnsel,

2. Non.~d -

3 No.~~d

7

Pknse Ec~whei~er Cease C.mct bdare cask “ReØster’ r Ont:

d~n~ ~ ~ ~
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A student can register and log out of the system.

LECTURER LOGIN

The only privilege that the lecturer is given is to enter student’s marks.

~
P~.d ~ ~9.t.d ~I~

Q

PAI.A School of Computer Studies
INTERNATIONAL online Results Management System

Home

To insert Student’ Marks

P1..,. Lcq ~.

m

The lecturer enters the system by entering the access code that is given out by the administrator.

When the access code is not correct, the following page loads;

+ ~
~t.d L~

PALA School of Computer Studies
INTERNATIONAL online Results Mana t t

Home:

ERROR! INCORRECT LOGIN CREDENTIALS.
PLEASE TRY AGAIN!

If the access code is correct, the page loads that lets the lecturer search for the student he/she

wants to enter the marks.
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_ ~ __- 1*- n

—— —— .__

KAMPALA School of Computer Studies
INTERNATIONAL online Results )4ana t tern

Home:

~NJ.r~e~

~
Snestect~n YljS1

The lecturer enters the registration number and selects the semester that the student had the

sitting for that paper, and the following page loads;
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-

~ ~. t~y ~,d..ls [oá

~~

~~ €dO~99td L~~5

KA PALA
INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSITY

EXtO~i’~GTHE4EJG~TS 0 e e t S tern

Regtd Re~ s~rnode Acadje~ Wi a~ aj4 aJ5• aJ5 Wi W8
ii BtS/12475f61fJF Vi/Si ~tO6/2OO7 QiiOi P’CiiOD~ csiiOi ~

Thseit Haute
Please diedc the tthle thove a’id thea flit the nwks to the as,sewtekead “Exeaf fleith that
cur~and to the ‘Coiise tNo~ that has the Cowseccde yte, weat the murks
Note that A ~tvsu “COURSE UNif NO” we,,’ S Iv for E~-arv s9,sdtnt. so make sure that you have

checked the e ABOVE bdore recording suaaks for a studcut

Re~d ~

Wi 34 45

as~ ~
Wi 29 40

Wi 29 40

Wi 39

39 48

Wi

r~i
I -,e.L. ,.~ i.. I ‘t•,, ‘. Ot~

~ D~) • fr ~ t

The system displays a list of course units that the student registered for at the beginning of that

semester and the lecturer will identify the course unit that he teaches and fill the coursework and

marks values for that student.

The lecturer can enter marks for other students by clicking the link “Record marks for another

student” and will be taken back to the page that allows him/her to search another student.
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5 System Conversion (Changeover)

System conversion refers to the transition that the organization goes through in switching from

the old system to the new one. This stage is very vital in system implementation because the

mode of transition should be designed in such a way that it will not affect the performance end

efficiency of the organization. Changeover can be achieved using different method named as

Parallel, direct, pilot and phased.

Parallel conversion involves running the new system while the old one is still running. This

takes place for a certain period of time and the results are compared to check whether there are

revisions that need to take place. Parallel changeover is a method which involves less risk but it

is expensive since the organization has to cater for the concurrent running of the two systems.

Direct Conversion involves immediate dismantle of the old system as the new system takes over.

It is less expensive but has a relatively greater risk due to abrupt change introduced, and it causes

a lot of disruption since it interrupts the common way of doing things.

Pilot Conversion: in this method the new system is put in place but it is tested in only a part of

the organization before being used in the entire organization.

With phased conversion, the new system is implemented in portions in all section of the

organization. The system continues over a period of time until the entire system is converted.

The researcher’s recommendation is to use parallel changeover method because the system in

place is not experiencing extreme problems and also, it is estimated to take time for the users to

switch and get used to online operation.
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6 System maintenance

The main objective of maintenance is to keep the system functioning at an acceptable level.

Maintenance functions mainly include:

Correcting errors due to problem bugs

Changing parameters and algorithms used to develop the original programs.

Changing procedures

Hardware and software maintenance

Making any enhancements as new technology comes

.7 Conclusion

Conversion to the new system marks the transfer of ownership of the system from the

researchers to the system owners and the rest of the users. The next chapter will summarize the

research work. It will include the limitations of the study, the recommendations and finally the

conclusion.
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ChAPTER SIX

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

1 Introduction

From the research conducted, the researchers came up with the system explained in response to

the requirements analysis based on the problem evaluation and formulated the research

objectives for this study explained earlier.

2 Recommendations

The researchers recommend that the school of computer studies that was a case study of choice

for this research should embrace this idea put forward. The developed system might not be

perfect and solve all problems prevailing in the school, but it has a great potential of being of

help to the school. Also, the system has room for expansion and further modifications.

The researchers also recommend that the school should make use of the students enrolled in the

school to make more research on the subject to improve several areas of the study like data

constraints and security.

3 Conclusion

The online results management system is the information system designed to manage students’

results by allowing students’ names registration, selection of subjects to sit for, entry of marks

and retrieval of results. The current nature reflects school of computer studies, of Kampala

International University.

However the project can be customized to suit to any academic institution or being used to

design an information system which can bear the same nature as the one developed.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW GUIDE

This was done with the School Examination Officer,

1. Personal introduction

2. Get respondent’s name

3. More about the purpose of the visit and inquire details about department’s activities

4. Ask the following questions;

• What are the major challenges do you encounter as you execute your duties?

• Do you have any means of keeping track of students’ registration for the course units

they are going to sit for?

• Can you really tell that a student who seats for a missing paper really has one and that

they are not only sitting for it for their own reasons?

• How do you tell that someone has registered with the faculty before sitting for the

semester final examination?

• What improvements do you think that when done they will ease your responsibilities and

help reduce the challenges you are facing now?

• Do you think that making online some activities like semester registration, insertion of

marks will help reduce some of the challenges you are facing in executing your duties? If

Yes in what way?

Give thanks for the time and the information.
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APPENDIX B: UNDERGRADUATE REGISTRATION FORM

Office of Director ofAcademic Affairs
Ggaba Road- Kansanga

KAMPALA P.O. Box 20000, Kampala, Uganda
INTERNATIO AL Tel: +256- 41- 266813/+256- 41- 267634

OR(NG THE HEIGHTS

Fax: +256- 41- 501974

No: AA UNDEGRADUATE REGISTRATION FORM

Please complete this form in quadruplicates clearly in block letters

Surname Other Names Sex

Registration No Faculty/School

Department Years of Study Semester Academic Year

Account No

Postal Adress

Email

Tel [Home] Mobile

TCUR GPA Previous Semester

Course Code Course Title Credit Units Lecturer’s Signature
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Total Credit Units

Student Signature.....,.~.......Date

Head Of Department~

Dean of School/Faculty .~~Date

Director of Academic Affairs Date

Note: 1 ,This form should be completed and submitted to the office of Director of

Finance, Director ofAcademic Affairs, Dean of SchoollFaculty and HOD; the

student should keep a copy for personal reference

2. A student is considered registered upon submission of this form to the 4 offices
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Glossary

Green Card: A document given to a student of Kampala International University as a proof of

him/her being duly registered to the University.

Library Card: A card that a student of Kampala International University is given to help them

access library services.

School ofComputer Studies: One of the schools in Kampala International University

Examination officer: A personnel in a faculty at Kampala International University that is

responsible for collecting and analyzing student’s results. Each faculty has their own

examination officer. An examination Officer also links with the Administrator in the data bank

of the University.

Data Bank: Kampala International University’s database for students’ results. It is in the

databank where all students’ results are kept and final transcripts are produced.
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